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Abstract. Legitimate expectation in the context of culpa in contrahendo is an
important legal concept for the study of good faith and the duty to negotiate with
good care. However when wanting to model it and reason about it, one finds
that most existing legal formalisations do not directly account for the concept. In
this paper we present a formal model that can explicitly model and reason about
legitimate expectations by extending the formal I NSTAL legal framework. We
demonstrate our extensions with the help of a private law case study which has
gained wide popularity in Japanese law.

1

Legal Frameworks and Legitimate Expectations

In the legal reasoning community, logical formalisations have been used for a considerable period of time for modelling and reasoning about legal concepts. [9] provides a
detailed overview and discussion of the various approaches. Nevertheless these do not
capture all legal concepts. Legitimate expectations are one example of a concept which
is not explicitly accounted for in existing approaches.
Legitimate expectations are a legal concept which is typically mentioned in connection with the long standing legal doctrine of culpa in contrahendo (Latin for “fault in
conclusion of a contract”). The concept goes back to an article by von Jhering, published in 1861, entitled “Culpa in contrahendo, oder Schadensersatz bei nichtigen oder
nicht zur Perfektion gelangten Verträgen” [14]. The idea described in this article is the
duty to negotiate with care. This duty includes not falsely leading a negotiation partner
to a legitimate expectation that might result in him acting to his detriment before a contract is concluded. In case of a breach of this duty, the party to blame can be liable for
damages suffered by the negotiating party relying on the conclusion of a firm contract
[10].
The degree by which culpa in contrahendo is applied differs between countries.
For example, in German contract law for example culpa in contrahendo is explicitly
accounted for (§311 BGB specifies a number of steps by which an obligation to pay
damages may be created). In contrast, the majority of common law jurisdictions are
conservative with respect to the culpa in contrahendo doctrine and only apply it if
consideration can be proven by the claimant. For example, in the US and the UK, the
doctrine of promissory estoppel works as a model for culpa in contrahendo, whereas in
Japan it is categorized as a problem of the good faith principle.

However the general idea of its application remains the same: if the claimant has
acted with the appropriate consideration and as a consequence of the actions of the
negotiation partner had legitimate expectations that the contract would be firmly concluded, culpa in contrahendo can be applied. In this paper we understand the term legitimate expectations in the broader sense of fairness and pre-contractual liability based
on the abuse of rights outline above, i.e. not only applying to public law (as done in
English law).
In this paper we propose, to our knowledge, the first model for representing and
reasoning about legitimate expectations as a basis for culpa in contrahendo. We use an
extension of Cliffe et al’s [3] formal legal framework. Its formal model is solely based
on mathematical constructs (i.e. functions and relations), thereby avoiding formalism
specific side-effects. In detail, it allows us to specify the concept of legitimate expectations as well as the components required for it independently of the afterwards chosen
implementation language.
To demonstrate our approach we use a private law case study which has gained
wide popularity in Japanese law, in particular w.r.t. the principle of good faith4 . This
case study was first portrayed in a Workshop on the Sales Convention by Professor
Shigeru Kagayama of Nagoya University (Japan)5 as follows:
A dentist (buyer and defendant) wanted to open a clinic, and, therefore, entered
into negotiations to conclude a contract for the purchase of space in a suitable
building. During the negotiations, the buyer specified the space needed for the
dental clinic, gave the seller plans for the layout of the space, pointed out that
the existing space lacked the electrical capacity required for the clinic, and
implicitly authorized the owner to change the design and construct facilities
suitable for the clinic. After six months, however, the buyer broke off negotiations because he had decided that the space available in the seller’s building
was too small.
The Japanese Supreme Court (Decision of September 18, 1984, Conf. Hanrei Jiho
No. 1137, p. 51.) decided the case by applying legitimate expectations principles. The
court held that – despite no contract having been signed by the two parties – the buyer
was liable to the seller for losses caused when the seller changed the design of the
space and incurred construction costs, because the buyer had not acted in good faith in
negotiating the contract. The culpa in contrahendo principle was applied.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we provide a formal model for reasoning about legitimate expectations, based on the concept of legal frameworks, by first
explaining the existing I NSTAL legal framework and afterwards highlighting the extensions made. Both the syntax and the semantics of the framework are explained in detail.
In Sec. 3 we demonstrate our approach with the help of the private law promissory
Estoppel case study described earlier The paper finishes with a description of related
work (Sec. 4), conclusions and an outline for future work (Sec. 5).
4

5

In the UK and the US, the case study provided in this paper is typically considered as an
example of promissory estoppel.
The transcript of the workshop discussion including the case presented here were reproduced
in the Journal of Law & Commerce [7].

2

Formal Model

Normative systems, also referred to as institutions or organisations, have been studied
extensively in the area of multi-agent systems as a mechanism to regulate and evaluate the behaviour of the participating agents. Constructs like permission, institutional
power (i.e. being able to affect a change), obligation, prohibition are used to describe
the desired behaviour of the system and its participants. The formal representation of
legal system by normative systems has been a subject of research for several decades:
a comprehensive discussion appears in [9]. In [4] it was demonstrated that the formal
I NSTAL model of Cliffe et [3] was an appropriate model for legal reasoning. In this
paper, we extend I NSTAL to be able to explicitly represent and reason about legitimate
expectations. Before we discuss its extension, we briefly discuss the original model.
2.1

Original Formal Model

The I NSTAL framework’s purpose is the formalisation of the effects of traces (i.e. sequences) of individuals’ actions within a legal context. We refer to the formal model of
(parts of) a legal system as a legal framework.
The individuals’ actions that a legal framework is able to recognise are referred to as
its exogenous events, Eex . These exogenous events need to be interpreted in the (legal)
context that is being modelled. For example, raising your hand in class has a different
meaning than raising your hand in an auction with the latter signifying that you wish to
bid for the item on offer and that you intend to pay for the item if you win the auction.
This interpretation is taken care of by the generate function. This function, G, maps an
individual’s action, subject to conditions on the legal state, to its corresponding legal
action Eact . When required, it may also generates further events from any legal action
to make the consequences of events more fine-grained. Apart from exogenous events
(Eex ) and their legal interpretations (Eact ), the framework recognises one more type of
events, namely violation events (Eviol ) which indicate that one of the laws of the system
was broken. Together, legal actions and violations comprise the legal events (Elegal ) of
a legal framework.
The consequences of events are formalised by the C relation, which indicates which
fluents needs to be initiated or terminated in the current legal state as a result of the
occurrence of an event.
The legal state is denoted as a set of fluents (F) that are true at that particular point
of time. If a fluent is currently not part of the state, the fluent is considered false. The
set of available fluents (F) of a given legal framework consists of four disjoint subsets
of fluents. The domain fluents, D ⊆ F, describe the properties of the environment, e.g.
ownership, contract, recorded data. Permission fluents, P ⊆ F, denote that an event
is permitted. The absence of the permission fluent for an event in the current state,
indicates that the event is prohibited. Legal power fluents, W ⊆ F indicate whether an
event has the legal power to affect the legal state; for example whether an individual has
the legal power to witness a signature. An event that is not empowered has no (legal)
effect. The last subset contains the obligation fluents, O ⊆ F, which denote that a
certain event has to take place before a deadline event. Failing this a specified violation
event will occur. For example, you need to ask for planning permission before you start

renovation. Once the obligation is satisfied or violated the obligation is removed from
the state.
State conditions (X ) are expressed over X = 2F ∪¬F . The initial state, ∆ ⊆ F,
is the set of fluents that are true at the start of legal framework. Putting the foregoing together, we have Cliffe et al’s legal framework, I NSTAL, as the quintuple L =
hE, F, C, G, ∆i.
A summary of the framework can be found in Fig. 1. The original model appears as
plain text. Our extension components have a box around them.
The semantics of the legal framework is defined over a sequence, called a trace, of
exogenous events. Starting from the initial state of the legal framework, for each exogenous event in the trace, we take (i) the transitive closure of the G function augmented
with a violation detection for unfulfilled obligations and non-permitted events to generate all events taking place in the framework, and (ii) for each of these events, the C
relation is used to determine the fluents that need to be initiated and terminated in order
to derive the next state. We also terminate obligations that were met or violated. We will
discuss the semantics of the formal model in more detail once we extended the model
to deal with legitimate expectations.
2.2

Legitimate Expectations

Having discussed the model that we wish to extend, we can now start with modelling
legitimate expectations.
Syntax We start by rephrasing the earlier definition of legal expectations in terms of
components of our legal framework.
A legitimate expectation indicates that sufficient grounds exist to be certain that a
certain event will or will not take place or that a specific state will or will not be reached
in the future. This implies that the system and its participants are obliged to (not) bring
the event or state about. Any deviation from the legitimate expectation results in a violation. Participants in the legal system (and its formal representation) are entitled to use
these expectations to influence their actions. So they need to be granted the normative
capabilities to do so. For example, using our case-study, if the seller has the legitimate
expectation that the dentist will buy the property, he is given the implicit permission or
authorisation to make the necessary adjustments to the property at the expense of the
buyer, i.e. the dentist.
To denote the legitimate expectations, we introduce a new set of fluents, Z ⊆ F.
To specify the conditions for a legitimate expectation to be initiated or terminated, we
provide the functions ZC ↑ :: X → Z and ZC ↓ :: X → Z respectively. Both functions
map a state condition (i.e. a set of fluents to be true or false) to the corresponding
legitimate expectation.
Legitimate expectations result in obligations for the system and/or its participants.
At the moment, we can model that an event is expected to take place but not that a state
with particular properties will be reached. The I NSTAL model of Cliffe et al is solely
event driven, implying that all normative behaviour is expressed in terms of events.
The original model does not allow to state, for example, that the system is obliged to

L = hE, F, C, G, LC, ZC ↑ , ZC ↓ , ZO, ∆∗ i, where
1. E = Eex ∪ Elegal
with Elegal = Eact ∪ Eviol with
Eviol ⊇ {viol(perm(e)) | e ∈ Eex ∪ Elegal } ∪ {viol(pow(e)) | e ∈ Eact }
2. Edis ∈ E
3. F = Fev ∪Fst with
(a) Fev = Frn ∪ D ∪V ∪ N O with Frn = W ∪ P ∪ O:
(i) P = {perm(e) | e ∈ E}
(ii) W = {pow(e) | e ∈ Eact }
(iii) O = {obl(e, d, v), obl(e, v)} with
– e, d ∈ E, v ∈ Eviol
– e, d ∈ L, v ∈ V
– e ∈ L, d ∈ E, v ∈ V
– e ∈ E, d ∈ L, v ∈ V
(iv) N O = {nobl(e, d, v), nobl(e, v)}
(v) V ⊇ {viol(e) | e ∈ Eviol }
(vi) Fst = Z ∪ L
4. G :: X × E → 2Elegal
5. C :: X × E → 2Fev × 2Fev with C(X, e) = (C ↑ (X, e), C ↓ (X, e)) where
(i) C ↑ (X, e) initiates an event fluent
(ii) C ↓ (X, e) terminates an event fluent
6. LC :: X → L
7. ZC ↑ :: X → Z
8. ZC ↓ :: X → Z
9. ZO :: Z → 2O∪N O × 2Frn × 2Frn
10. ∆∗ = ∆ ∪{live}
11. State Formula: X = 2F ∪¬F
12. States: Σ = 2F
Fig. 1. Formal specification of the legal framework

reach a state where a particular condition holds. It is not the aim of this paper to extend
I NSTAL to also be fully state driven. Instead, we only add the necessary state features
to deal with legitimate expectations and leave the remainder for future work.
Using the normative specification language O PE RA [5,12] as inspiration, we introduce the concept of landmark to I NSTAL. O PE RA is normative specification framework for multi-agent systems that takes an organisational view. Their focus is agents
as a community achieving and avoiding certain normative states rather than the normative behaviour of the individual agents. O PE RA introduces the concept of landmarks,
representing a formula of constructed of state fluents. They are used to determine ac-

ceptable states that agents are encouraged or obliged to reach in order to achieve system
goals and unacceptable state that should trigger a normative reaction when reached.
The fulfilment of a landmark is decided based on whether the current state satisfies
its corresponding state formula or not. When a landmark is fulfilled, this is recorded
in the state of the legal framework. Using this information, we introduce a new set of
fluents, L ⊆ F, to represent the state conditions that we wish to reason about, and a
function LC :: X → L to map the state condition to the landmark fluents. During the
initiation of a new state, the landmark function is used to determine if new landmarks
have been reached.
Landmarks and legitimate expectations are initiated and terminated based on the
provisional state provided by the event generation and consequence relation before
the state becomes final. Since the conditions of both concepts can rely on newly initiated/terminated landmarks or legitimate expectations, we need to repeatedly call these
functions to obtain the final set of landmarks and expectation that will form part of the
new state. To avoid infinite repetition, we impose restrictions on the LC, ZC ↑ and ZC ↓
functions. Informally, no cycle of dependencies, positive or negative, should exist between landmarks and expectations. Formally, the directed graph with Z ∪ L as nodes
and edges between nodes a and b if ∃(X, b) ∈ LC, (X, b) ∈ ZC ↑ or (X, b) ∈ ZC ↓ such
that a ∈ X or ¬X ∈ X needs to be acyclic.
The consequence relation is responsible for initiating and terminating fluents as the
consequence of an event. Since legitimate expectations and landmarks are not necessarily event driven, the consequence relation should not be concerned with them. To
differentiate, we subdivide the set of fluents into two subsets Fst ⊆ F, called state fluents, which include legitimate expectations and landmarks and Fev ⊆ F, named event
fluents, which include all other fluents. The latter can be directly affected by events,
hence the name, while the former can only be influenced by the current state. The consequence operator can only influence the event fluents, hence we change its image to
Fev instead of fluents. Within the event fluents, we distinguish between domain fluents
and the normative fluents (Frn ⊆ Fev ). The initiation and termination of state fluents is
dealt with by other functions (i.e. ZC ↑ , ZC ↓ , LC). Note that landmarks once achieved
cannot be terminated.
In Cliffe et al’s I NSTAL framework, breaking the normative rules of the legal
framework results in a violation event. While this is an appropriate response for a pure
event-based model, it becomes a problem when one wants to introduce state based
norms as well as event-based ones. State-based norms are evaluated after the effects
of the events have been determined. A violation event for these norms would have to
be evaluated separately, possible causing further violations and changes to state. To
avoid this, we propose the use of violation fluents V ⊆ F. This also fits better with the
concept of state-based norms. For completeness, whenever a violation event occurs a
corresponding violation fluent is initiated. Using violation fluents has a further advantage: norm-aware participants can easily query the current state of the system to see if
any violations have occurred.
Current obligations require a deadline event by which the obligation has to be fulfilled. This can be rather limited for the system and its designer. In some cases, the
designer might not be able to state that something needs to happen or some landmark

needs to be satisfied. To make this possible, we introduce dissolution events Edis ⊆ E.
These are events that indicate the end of the legal framework. At the start of a legal
framework, we introduce an extra fluent live to the state. Events will only have an
effect for as long as this fluent is part of the state. When a dissolution event occurs this
live fluent is terminated. Obligations without a deadline event will automatically be
assumed to have a dissolution event as their deadline event.
Having defined landmarks, violation fluents and dissolution events, we can extend
our available obligations to obligations with an event or landmark as their target; an
event, landmark or an implicit dissolution event as deadline; and a violation fluent or
violation event as consequence for not satisfying the obligation. However, it should be
noted that a violation fluent needs to be specified when a landmark is used as one the
arguments. In order to model legitimate expectations, we also need, apart from these socalled positive obligations, to be able to expresses that system and its participants are
obliged not to reach a certain landmark or perform a certain action for a certain period
of time. While the latter is akin to permission it is not entirely the same as permissions
do not have a deadline. These negative obligations (N O ⊆ F) operate in the opposite
way from their positive counterparts. The violation occurs or is initiated when the target
event occurs or the landmark is reached.
With obligations extended to cope with landmarks and the introduction of negative
obligations, we can finalise the modelling of legitimate expectations. To map each legitimate expectation to its corresponding obligations and consequences, we provide the
function ZO :: Z → 2(O∪N O) × 2Frn × 2Frn . The first Fev refers to normative fluents that need to be initiated while the second one indicates the normative fluents that
need terminating as a response to the initiation of the legitimate expectation. When the
legitimate expectation is terminated the reverse is applied.
A full overview of the syntax of our extended legal framework can be found in
Figure 1. The additions to the original I NSTAL model are surrounded by a box.
Semantics The semantics of the extended I NSTAL model consists of three phases. The
first phase corresponds to the state transformation of the original model. It takes into account the events being generated and their consequences. This intermediate state is used
for the initiation and termination of landmarks and legitimate expectations that need to
be initiated and terminated resulting in a second intermediate state. In the third and final phase, this second intermediate state is used to initiate and terminate the obligations
and consequences resulting from legitimate expectations and to deal with state-based
obligations.
Event Generation The event generation of the extended version of I NSTAL remains
mostly unchanged. We only have to accommodate for negative obligations and obligations without a deadline event when a dissolution event occurs.
The generation of all events in a given state is specified by the function GR : Σ ×
2E → 2E . In some state S, subject to a set of events E, GR(S, E) returns all the events
generated by the occurrence of events in E occurring in state S. It is defined as follows6 :
6

We use S |= f if f ∈ S and S 6|= f if f ∈
/ S.

GR(S, E) = {e ∈ E | e ∈ E
or
∃ e0 ∈ E, x ∈ X , e ∈ G(x, e0 ) · S |= pow(e) ∧ S |= x or
∃ e0 ∈ E, x ∈ X , e ∈ G(x, e0 ) · e ∈ Eviol ∧ S |= x
or
∃ e0 ∈ E · e = viol(e0 ), S 6|= perm(e0 )
or
∃ e0 ∈ E, d ∈ E · S |= obl(e0 , d, e)
or
∃ e0 ∈ E, E ∩ Edis 6= ∅ · S |= obl(e0 , e)
or
∃ e0 ∈ E, d ∈ E, · S |= nobl(e0 , d, e)
or
∃ e0 ∈ E · S |= nobl(e0 , e)}
– The first condition ensures that events remain generated (inertia).
– The second condition defines event generation to be explicitly specified by the relation G. One event generates another event in a given state, when (i) the generation
was specified by the framework (ii) the generated event is empowered and (iii) the
current state satisfies the conditions for the generation
– The third condition deals with violations generated as specified by the framework
rather than violations resulting from events that were not permitted. Violations do
not require empowerment.
– The fourth condition considers the generation of violation events as the result of
the occurrence of non-permitted events.
– The fifth and sixth condition deals with the generation of violation events as a
result of the failure to bring about an obliged event. For all asserted obligation
fluents, the occurrence of the deadline event d or a dissolution event generates the
corresponding violation event e
– The final two conditions deal with the violation of negative obligations. This occurs
when the forbidden event of the obligation occurs.
It is easy to see that GR(S, E) is a monotonic function. This implies that for any
given state and a set of events, we can obtain a fixpoint GRω (S, E). In our legal
framework, we are interested in all the events generated from a single exogenous event
eex ∈ Eex occurring in a certain state. So, we need GRω (S, {eex }).
Using these generated events, we can determine the fluents that need initiating and
terminating as a consequence of the occurrence of these events. The main difference
with the original I NSTAL model lies in the positive and negative obligations and the
introduction of dissolution events.
A fluent will be initiated as a result of the consequence relation in response to a
generated event generated. Alternatively, a violation fluent is initiated as a consequence
of its violation event. Or more formally: the set of all initiated fluents E-INIT(S, eex ) ⊆
F for some state S ∈ Σ and an exogenous event eex ∈ Eex is defined as:
E-INIT(S, eex ) =
{f ∈ F | ∃ e ∈ GRω (S, {eex }), X ∈ X · f ∈ C ↑ (X, e) ∧ S |= X or
∃ e ∈ GRω (S, {eex }) · e ∈ Eviol , f ∈ V, f = viol(e)}
A fluent is terminated if an event is generated in the current state for which C specifies that it needs terminating. Furthermore, an obligation fluent is terminated if either
its (implicit) deadline or the (non) obliged event are in the set of generated events. In

case of the occurrence of a dissolution event, the live fluent is terminated.
E-TERM(S, eex ) =
{f ∈ S | ∃ e ∈ GRω (S, {eex }), X ∈ X · f ∈ C ↓ (X, e), S |= X
f = obl(e, d, v) ∧ e ∈ GRω (S, {eex })
f = obl(e, v) ∧ (e ∨ d ∈ GRω (S, {eex }))
f = obl(e, v) ∧ GRω (S, {eex }) ∩ Edis 6= ∅
f = nobl(e, d, v) ∧ (e ∨ d ∈ GRω (S, {eex }))
f = nobl(e, v) ∧ e ∈ GRω (S, {eex })
f = nobl(e, v) ∧ GRω (S, {eex }) ∩ Edis 6= ∅
f = live ∧ GRω (S, {eex }) ∩ Edis 6= ∅}

or
or
or
or
or
or
or

The first intermediate state is created from the current state by adding the initiated fluents and removing the terminated ones. This is done by the transition function
E-TR : Σ × Eex → Σ:
E-TR(S, eex ) = (S ∪ E-INIT(S, eex )) \ E-TERM(S, eex )
Dealing with Legitimate Expectations and Landmarks Now that we have dealt with the
event fluents, we can focus our attention on the initiation and termination of the state
fluents. This is an iterative process in the same way as generating events is. For example,
the initiation of a landmark fluent can result in the initiation of a legitimate expectation.
During iteration we do have to be careful to avoid an infinite cycle due to negation-asfailure (something is false if it is not in the state). This is taken care of by using the
fixpoint of initiation and termination rather than the fixpoint of each individually.
The initiation and termination steps are straightforward. If the state matches the
conditions in the function then initiate/terminate the landmark or legitimate expectation.
S-INIT(S) = {f ∈ F | f = LC(X), S |= X or f = ZC ↑ (X), S |= X}
S-TERM(S) = {f ∈ F | f = ZC ↓ (X), S |= X}
Combining these two to obtain a new intermediate state is harder. The relation T Rs
operates over a pair of states. The first element is the original state, the second state is
the future new state which will become the new intermediate state once a fixpoint is
reached. The new state is obtained by iteratively removing the state fluents that need
terminating from the original state and adding the ones marked for initiation. Termination and initiation is determined on the second state. Our acyclic condition on the
dependency graph of the landmark and legitimate expectations guarantees termination.
S-TR(S1 , S2 ) = (S1 , (S1 ∪ S-INIT(S2 )) \ S-TERM(S2 ))
To find the new state of our legal framework after the occurrence of an exogenous
event eex in the current state S, we are interested in the fixpoint S-TRω (E-TR(S, eex ), S)
in general and the second argument in particular. We denote this second argument of
the fixpoint as S-TR(S). Notice that legitimate expectations that are already part of the
state do not get re-initiated.

Dealing with the remaining obligations and the consequences of legitimate expectations The last step in obtaining the complete state transition is dealing with obligations
that rely on landmarks and the consequences of initiated and terminated legitimate expectations. It should be noted that by dealing with these separately from the initiation
and termination of landmarks and legitimate expectations, we possibly introduce delay
effects when state expressions use obligations. However this is in line with obligations
that do not use landmarks.
On the initiation part, obligations and initiating consequences resulting from the
added legitimated expectations are marked for initiation7 . The same is done for violation fluents resulting from violated obligations that have a violation fluent as their
sanction. Also, fluents marked for initiation after the termination of a legitimate expectation are added. To be able to do so, initiation takes the temporary state obtained
after initiating and terminating event fluents, the temporary state after landmarks and
legitimated expectations have been updated and the observed event as input.
O-INIT(S1 , S2 , eex ) = {f ∈ F |
∃ l ∈ (S2 \ S1 ) ∩ Z · (f, I, T ) ∈ ZO(l) ∧ I, T ⊆ Frn
∃ l ∈ (S2 \ S1 ) ∩ Z · (e, I, T ) ∈ ZO(l) ∧ f ∈ I ∧ I, T ⊆ Frn ∧ e ∈ Z
∃ l ∈ (S1 \ S2 ) ∩ Z · (e, D, V ) ∈ ZO(l) ∧ f ∈ Y ∧ D, V ⊆ Frn ∧ e ∈ Z
∃ obl(o, d, f ) ∈ S2 · d ∈ S2
∃ obl(o, d, f ) ∈ S2 · d GRω (S1 , {eex })
∃ obl(o, f ) ∈ S2 · GRω (S1 , {eex }) ∩ Edis 6= ∅
∃ nobl(o, d, f ) ∈ S2 · o ∈ S2
∃ nobl(o, d, f ) ∈ S2 · o ∈ GRω (S1 , {eex })
∃ nobl(o, f ) ∈ S2 · GRω (S1 , eex ) ∩ Edis 6= ∅}

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Termination has the same arguments as initiation. It uses these to terminate obligations corresponding to legitimate expectations. It also terminates the initiating consequences of terminated expectations an terminate consequences of initiated expectation.
Finally it terminates satisfied and violated obligations that are based on landmarks.
O-TERM(S1 , S2 , eex ) = {f ∈ S2 |
∃ l ∈ (S1 \ S2 ) ∩ Z · (f, I, T ) ∈ ZO(l) ∧ I, T ⊆ Frn
∃ l ∈ (S1 \ S2 ) ∩ Z · (e, I, T ) ∈ ZO(l) ∧ f ∈ I ∧ I, T ⊆ Frn ∧ e ∈ Z
∃ l ∈ (S2 \ S1 ) ∩ Z · (e, I, T ) ∈ ZO(l) ∧ f ∈ I ∧ I, T ⊆ Frn ∧ e ∈ Z
∃ obl(o, d, f ) ∈ S2 · (o ∨ d ∈ S2 )
∃ obl(o, f ) ∈ S2 · o ∈ S2
∃ obl(o, f ) ∈ S2 · GRω (S1 , {eex }) ∩ Edis 6= ∅
∃ nobl(o, d, f ) ∈ S2 · (o ∨ d ∈ S2 )
∃ nobl(o, f ) ∈ S2 · o ∈ S2
∃ nobl(o, f ) ∈ S2 · GRω (S1 , {eex }) ∩ Edis 6= ∅}
7

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Note, that while the legitimate expectation is still valid, the consequences and obligations
might change.

Now we combine all of this into a single state transition function, TR : Σ × Eex →
Σ. This function generates the new state from the current state and an exogenous event
as follows:
TR(S, eex ) = (S-TR(E-TR(S, eex )) ∪
O-INIT(E-TR(S, eex ), S-TR(E-TR(S, eex )), eex ))
\ O-TERM(E-TR(S, eex ), S-TR(E-TR(S, eex )), eex )
Traces and Models Using these final transformation function we can conclude this
section by defining traces and their evaluation.
An ordered trace is defined as a sequence of exogenous events he0 , e1 , . . . , en i ei ∈
Eex , 0 ≤ i ≤ n . Its evaluation starting with the initial state of the legal framework is
the sequence: hS0 = ∆∗ , S1 , . . . Sn+1 i with:
Si+1 = E-TR(∆∗ , ei ,) if live ∈ Si
Si
otherwise.

3

Case-Study

Having defined the syntax and the semantics for our extended I NSTAL model, we now
demonstrate the framework on the dentist case as explained in the introduction. We
slightly extended the example to demonstrate all the features of our model. Fig 2 shows
the formal model of the case-study. We used the same numbering as Fig 1 were we
provided an overview of the syntax of I NSTAL’s formal model.
Here we give an informal description of the modelling process.
The dentist (buyer) can start the purchasing negotiations, provide details and plans,
explicitly withdraw from the sale, buy the property and repay any costs the seller incurred to legitimately believing the dentist would purchase the property. The seller can
make implicitly requested alterations. These are represented by the exogenous events
(1.a): startNeg, provideDetails, providePlans, makeChanges, withdraw, buy
and repay, and one dissolution event endNegotiation .
The occurrence of the dentist’s exogenous event startNeg results in the occurrence of the institutional action takeClient (3.a). When the legitimate expectation
buyExp (2.a.vii) is part of the state, the occurrence of makeChanges results in the generation of buyerChanges to indicate that the (expected) buyer is liable for the costs
(3.b). The occurrence of takeClient initiates client and interest (4.i.i), to indicate that buyer is moderately interested in the property. The occurrence of the events
provideDetails and providePlans result in domain fluents detail and plans to
be initiated (4.i.ii-iii). When interest, details, plans are part of the state, the system reaches the landmark commitment (5.a). This triggers the legitimate expectation
buyExp (6.a) to indicate that the seller has sufficient ground to assume that the buyer
is going to proceed with the purchase. In turn, and this an extension of the original
case, this creates a further legitimate expectation noOtherBuyer (6.b) on the seller not
to look for other buyers, on the condition that the buyer has not withdrawn from the
sale. Without this withdrawn condition, noOtherBuyer would be recreated once it was

DentistCase = hE, F, C, G, LC, ZC ↑ , ZC ↓ , ZO, ∆∗ i, where
1. E = Eex ∪ Elegal with Elegal = Eact ∪ Eviol s.t.
(a) Eex = {endNegotiation, startNeg, provideDetails, providePlans,
makeChanges, withdraw, buy, repay, endNegotiation}
(b) Eact = {takeClient, buyerChanges}
(c) Eviol = {implicitCD}∪
{viol(perm(e)) | e ∈ Eex ∪ Elegal } ∪ {viol(pow(e)) | e ∈ Eact }
(d) Edis = {endNegotiation}
2. F = Fev ∪ Fst with
(a) Fev = W ∪ P ∪ O ∪ D ∪ V ∪ N O s.t.:
(i) W = {pow(e) | e ∈ Elegal }
(ii) P = {perm(e) | e ∈ E}
(iii) O = {obl(bought, walkOut), obl(repay, debt)}
(iv) D = {interest, details, client, plan, buyerCost, sold, withdrawn}
(v) N O = {nobl(withdraw, implicitCD)}
(vi) V = {walkOut, debt} ∪ {viol(e) | e ∈ Eviol }
(vii) Fst = Z ∪ L s.t.
A. L = {commitment, bought}
B. Z = {buyExp, noOtherBuyer}
3. G :: X × E → 2Elegal
(a) h∅, startNegi → {takeClient}
(b) h{buyExp}, makeChangesi → {buyerChanges}
4. C :: X × E → 2F × 2F s.t.
(i) C ↑ (X, e)
i. h∅, takeClienti → {client, interest}
ii. h∅, provideDetailsi → {details}
iii. h∅, providePlansi → {plans}
iv. h∅, buyerChangesi → {buyerCosts}
v. h∅, buyi → {sold}
vi. h∅, withdrawi → {withdrawn}
vii. h{buyerCosts}, withdrawi → {obl(repay, debt)}
(ii) C ↓ (X, e)
i. h∅, repayi → {buyerCosts}
5. LC :: X → L
(a) {interest, details, plans} → commitment
(b) {sold} → bought
6. ZC ↑ :: X → Z
(a) {commitment} → buyExp
(b) {buyExp, ¬withdrawn} → noOtherBuyer
7. ZC ↓ :: X → Z
(a) {withdrawn} → noOtherBuyer
8. ZO :: Z → 2O ∪ 2N O × 2Frn × 2Frn
(a) buyExp → h{obl(bought, walkOut), nobl(withdraw, implicitCD)},
{perm(buyerChanges), pow(buyerChanges)}, ∅i
(b) noOtherBuyer → h{nobl(takeClient, walkOut)}, ∅, ∅i
9. ∆∗ = {live} ∪ {perm(e) | e ∈ Eex } ∪ {pow(takeClient), perm(takeClient)}
Fig. 2. The formal model for the case-study discussed in Sec 3

S0

startNeg

live
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

S3t2
live
client
interest
details
plan
committed
buyExp
noOtherBuyer
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

S1

provideDetails

S3

providePlans (E-TR)

live
client
interest
details
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

live
client
interest
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

(TR)

S2

makeChanges

live
client
interest
details
plan
committed
buyExp
noOtherBuyer
obl(bought,walkOut)
nobl(withdraw,
implicitCD)
perm(buyerChanges)
pow(buyerChanges)
nobl(takeClient,walkOut)
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

S4

live
client
interest
details
plan
committed
buyExp
noOtherBuyer
buyerCosts
obl(bought,walkOut)
nobl(withdraw,
implicitCD)
perm(buyerChanges)
pow(buyerChanges)
nobl(takeClient; walkOut)
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

(S-TR)

S3t1

S3t2

live
client
interest
details
plan
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)
withdraw

S5

endNegotiation

live
client
interest
details
plan
committed
buyExp
withdrawn
viol(implicitCD)
obl(repay,debt)
noOtherBuyer
buyerCosts
obl(bought,walkOut)
nobl(withdraw,
implicitCD)
perm(buyerChanges)
pow(buyerChanges)
nobl(takeClient,walkOut)
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

S6
live
client
interest
details
plan
committed
buyExp
withdrawn
walkout
debt
viol(implicitCD)
obl(repay,debt)
buyerCosts
obl(bought,walkOut)
perm(buyerChanges)
pow(buyerChanges)
perm(endNegotiation)
perm(startNeg)
perm(provideDetails)
perm(providePlans)
perm(makeChanges)
perm(withdraw)
perm(buy)
perm(repay)
pow(takeClient)
perm(takeClient)

Fig. 3. A visualistion of the evaluation of a trace of the Dentist case

terminated. The initiation of the legitimate expectation buyExp results in the initiation
of one obligation to reach the landmark bought and negative obligation to deter the
buyer from withdrawing (8.a). It also initiates the power and permission for the seller
to make changes to the property at the expense of the buyer. The obligations use a violation fluent walkOut and violation event implicitCD respectively. This is mainly
done to demonstrate the different possibilities but also to be able to provide a course
of action in case the buyer withdraws. The landmark bought is reached when sold
becomes true in the state (5.b). This is the case after the occurrence of buy (4.i.v). The
legitimate expectation noOtherBuyer creates the negative obligation on takeClient.
The occurrence of the event results in the violation fluent walkOut if the obligation gets
violated (8.b). The noOtherBuyer expectation is terminated once withdrawn is part
of the state (7.a). The event withdraw makes this happen (4.i.vi). If the seller incurred
any cost due to a legitimate expectation, the dentist will be obliged to repay these costs
when he withdraws (4.i.vii) from the sale. In the initial state we give permission to all
exogenous events. Power and permission is given to takeClient (9).
Figure 3 shows the evaluation of the trace: hstartNeg, provideDetails,
providePlans, makeChanges, withdraw, endNegotiationi. For the transition from

state S2 to S3 we have also displayed the intermediate states (dashed circles). Additions
to the state are marked in bold while deletions are struck-out. The trace is marked above
the arrows.
Let us highlight the transition from state S2 to S3 when providePlan occurs. Applying the first step of the transformation function we obtain:
S3t1 = E-TR(S2 , providePlan) = S2 ∪ {plan}. Following this up with determining landmarks and legitimate expectations, we obtain S3t2 = S-TR(S3t1 ) = S3t1 ∪
{committed, buyExp, noOtherBuyer}. Finally, by adding the necessary obligation
and initiation and terminating the expectations’ consequences, we obtain S3 = S3t2 ∪
{obl(bought, walkOut), nobl(withdraw, implicitCD),
perm(buyerChanges), pow(buyerChanges), nobl(takeClient, walkOut)}.

4

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge no other formal model of legitimate expectations can
be found. Widening this search to models of expectation and related concepts, more
research was found. Two major directions for research can be distinguished.
The first of these is concerned with the formal modelling of expectations. Castelfranchi [1] for example approaches expectations from a cognitive science perspective
and suggests a formal model in which expectations are modelled as a mental objects
of agents. His model demonstrates how expectations alter desires and intentions in the
decision making process of agents. Whereas Castelfranchi mainly focuses on the effects of existing expectations on the agent reasoning, Trân et al. [13] take a step back
and formulate a formal model which allows the analysis of the generation of expectations as mental objects of agents based on different perceptions from the environment.
Although these works lay important foundations for the approach presented here (e.g.
proposing to view expectations as results from observed actions) neither of them transfers their ideas to the legal domain. One paper which takes a step in this direction is
[8]. Gärdenfors uses non-monotonic logic to model expectations as explicit premises in
logical arguments. He applies them to argumentation theory and places them in a legal
context. Similar to [13] Gärdenfors stops with the generation of expectation, i.e. missing the component of legal consequences (e.g. legitimate expectations) resulting from
these generated expectations.
The second main stream of research comprises formal models of concepts similar
or related to legitimate expectations. Here we want to highlight [6,2]. Feigenbaum et al.
[6]. present a formal model of accountability in which they deduce information about
the responsibility for faults in security systems. In contrast to our work which focuses
on reasoning about legitimate expectations resulting from the actions of entities in a
live system, Feigenbaum et al. focus on an a priory analysis of their systems. They
use automatic enforcement for all states which this analysis identified as undesired (i.e.
security hazard), preventing any unexpected problems from occurring. Cavedon et al.
[2] present a formal model of “social commitments”. Similar to us, their social model
includes the notion that from a legal perspective obligations can be created even if no
explicit contract has been made. Rather than focusing on the evolution of states as we
do, to them these obligations result from prior informal group negotiations in which a

group goal was defined (i.e. from some form of prior agreement) which the agents are
expected to follow. In our model, legitimate expectations (and the linked obligations)
do not result from informal discussion and agreed upon goals, but rather from modelled
interactions.
In our approach we have opted for modelling all the components of legal framework, e.g. different events, their consequences, the different types of fluents and the
different state conditions, as individual components in our mathematical model. While
it is possible to describe them as a logic program, first order logic set of formula or an
event calculus [11] description, we believe that some of the granularity would be lost
or would require the designer to provide extra formuli/rules for each framework. Some
of these will be framework-dependent while others are not. While we believe this is
acceptable for a computational tool, we feel this is undesirable for a formalisation.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented an extension of the I NSTAL framework allowing us to model
and reason about legitimate expectations. We presented a detailed description of syntax
and semantics of this extended formal model. We demonstrated our approach with the
help of a Japanese private law case study. As pointed out before, the presented formal
model is solely based on mathematical constructs, thereby avoiding formalism specific
side-effects. This allowed us to specify the concept of legitimate expectations as well as
the components required for it independently of the afterwards chosen implementation
language. Thus, using our formal model, designers can pick a specification language of
their choice to implement a corresponding computational model.
We identify several issues for future work. The first concerns the extension of the
ideas set out in this paper. We focused on states and landmarks for reasoning about
legitimate expectations. From a users perspective it might be of interest to reason about
the history of events that lead to legitimate expectations. Our framework currently uses
sequences of exogenous events as input for the state transition of the framework which
could act as historic information.
Furthermore we plan to introduce the concept of scenes which define sequences
of landmarks participants should or should not reach within the legal framework. This
could for example be done with the help of obligations. The introduction of scenes
would allow us to conceptually link several landmarks to reason about more complex
processes and legal concepts.
Additionally we would like to further extend the concept of obligations presented
in this paper, making it possible for them to consider that these could continue to exist
even after their violation rather than automatically terminated.
In the future work we would like to develop a computational model based on the
formal specification described in the paper. This computational model would allow the
complete computational analysis of sample cases. Based on our formal specifications,
this computational model could be implemented using, for example, the event calculus, situation calculus, logic programming or, like the original I NSTALframework answer set programming. Irrespective of the computational back-end, providing a more

dedicated language, like for example an extension the action language associated with
I NSTAL, for the specification of legal framework would be beneficial.
The final direction of future research is that of software development. We aim to
build interfaces and tools more suited to a general audience. The idea is to provide user
interfaces and visualisation that allow users without a background in legal modelling to
use our framework to reason about sample cases they are interested in.
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